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Reach highly 
targeted SAP customers

Draw upon 19 years of 
experience delivering education 

to SAP customers 

Align with the 
leading SAP-sponsored 

educational brand

Access the most comprehensive 
and qualified SAP customer 

contact database

WHY
WITHPARTNER ?
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ENGAGING WITH THE SAP COMMUNITY

SAPinsider continues to serve a vibrant SAP community 
through various channels

Financials2017
2017

GRC2017
BI2017

PLM2017

Basis & 
SAP Administration2017

HANA2017

Procurement2017

Manufacturing2017

Logistics and SCM2017
MANAGING YOUR
SAP PROJECTS 2017

REPORTING & 
ANALYTICS 2017
INTERACTIVE

IoT2017
Internet of Things

Customer Engagement
& Commerce2017
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SAPinsider: The educational brand SAP customers know and trust

1,500,000+ 250,000+

125,000+
60,000+

30,000+20,000+ 17,000+

730,000+
page views on SAPinsider 

Online annually
SAP customer contacts

magazine readers across 
print, online, and mobile app

leads generated annually by 
SAPinsider-hosted articles, 

webinars, white papers, 
videos, and Q&As

users have downloaded our 
mobile apps

professionals follow us on 
social media 

attendees at SAPinsider 
events and custom events 

annually

unique visitors to SAPinsider 
Online annually
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Brand 
Awareness

Thought 
Leadership

Lead 
Generation

Digital 
Programs

Live Chat Q&A           

Webinar           

Interactive Quiz          

List Rental           

Targeted Asset Push           

Channel Sponsorship          

Editorial 
Opportunities

Special Reports           

Solution Profiles          

Customer Case Studies          

Expert Profiles          

Magazine Advertising           

Custom 
Programs

insiderBOOKS          

Custom Events          

Additional Custom Opportunities          

Live Events

Conference Sponsorship & Exhibition           

Sponsored Educational Sessions          

Conference Video Interview           

Special Event Management           

OPPORTUNITIES to reach SAP customers

Moving prospects through the buying process can be a difficult task, 
and understanding which media vehicles best align with your marketing 
objectives is critical. These media icons allow you to easily align your 
objectives with our media solutions to create a campaign that drives 
the results you need.

5
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Live Chat Q&A
Demonstrate your expertise and 
generate leads with a live online 
chat event. Our Q&A moderator 
will collaborate with you and your 
subject matter experts to position 
promotional messaging, manage 
deadlines, monitor results, 
moderate the event, and post the 
Q&A transcript.

List Rental
Reach the best SAP customer 
lists in the business. We will 
broadcast an email to a segment 
of our contact database on your 
behalf, using your branding and 
email template.

Webinar
Keep your pipeline full without 
tying up your marketing staff. 
Provide our editorial and 
marketing team with your speaker 
and presentation slides and 
we’ll handle the promotion and 
execution of your online event.

Interactive Quiz
Quiz prospects on their knowledge 
level around key SAP topics. This 
valuable information can be used 
toward future marketing efforts to 
better target and drive prospects 
to your other educational assets 
such as webinars and customer 
case studies.

DIGITAL PROGRAMS
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Generate quality leads and spread key messages throughout the SAP ecosystem 
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Channel Sponsorship
Feature your brand alongside highly 
sought-after educational content on 
SAPinsider Online. Read more 
details below.

Targeted Asset Push 
Extend the reach of your content 
asset to a targeted slice of our 
contact database. You’ll generate 
new leads for your sales team and 
get exposure on the SAPinsider 
website, social media accounts, 
and quarterly e-newsletters.

Channel At-A-Glance

       The content carousel gives your educational asset top billing.

       Your banner ad enjoys prominent placement on your channel, 
and the top-right ad persists on all relevant content throughout 
the site.

       Your expert can contribute a blog post for the channel.

A

B

C

Packages include: 

• Lead-gen asset creation

• Banner ad design

• Interstitial ad placement

•  Dedicated lead-gen asset push

• Podcast production

A

C

B

B
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DIGITAL PROGRAMS
Generate quality leads and spread key messages throughout the SAP ecosystem 
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Special Reports
Contribute to a collection of 
themed articles, led by an 

introduction from an influential 
SAP thought leader.

Customer 
Case Studies

Let your clients share their 
success stories about how your 
solutions deliver superior value 

to business-critical 
SAP projects.

Solution Profiles
Tell our readers how your 

company, product, or service 
helps SAP customers drive 

revenue, increase productivity, 
or reduce costs.

232323

Application security has taken on new meaning in 

the digital age. Digital enterprises have an increas-

ingly strong presence in the cloud, a significant mobile 

footprint, and data that often lives outside an organiza-

tion’s walls. Ensuring that only the right people have 

the access they need to enterprise solutions has always 

been of utmost importance, and this remains true today. 

However, the strategy an organization for achieving im-

pervious enterprise security must evolve to reflect this 

new dynamic where application security extends beyond 

securing fixed assets. 

   Organizations and security professionals understand 

that we are entering uncharted territory in governance, 

risk, and compliance (GRC). New sets of security requirements, government regula-

tions, and Information Security Management Systems (ISMS) industry standards ap-

pear with regularity, directing companies to protect their assets from a breach and 

recognize that digitization in the enterprise requires new layers of protection. 

GRC as a Business Partner
To address this evolving threat landscape, SAP has hardened its “three lines of defense” 

strategy, which takes a holistic, enterprise-wide approach to operational management, 

risk and compliance management, and independent assurances.1 Embracing three 

lines of defense as an end-to-end security strategy is about more than adopting the 

latest technologies to guide a company through a field of increasingly dangerous risk 

landmines. Rather, it is a business-based approach that creates and shapes an organi-

zational culture that views GRC not only as a means to drive compliance, but also as a 

way to optimize business performance. 

 While optimizing business performance is largely equated with a digital-first mindset, 

which may introduce or increase the danger from new kinds of security breaches and 

more sophisticated cybercriminals, it doesn’t lessen the need to protect an organiza-

tion’s fixed assets that have traditionally been the domain of the IT department. 

1 To learn more about the three lines of defense, read Bruce McCuaig’s article “Gain Control and Mitigate 
Risk: Leveraging 3 Lines of Defense for a Holistic Security Framework” in the April-June 2016 issue of 
SAPinsider (SAPinsiderOnline.com).

25 EOH: The Need for Real-Time 
Insights and Alignment for True 
Governance and Compliance

26 Avalara: Can Your Business Keep 
Up with Rapidly Changing Sales 
Tax Regulations? How Cloud 
Solutions Provide Greater Agility 
to Respond to Change

27 Dolphin Enterprise Solutions 
Corporation: Putting a Plan in 
Place: How the Business and IT 
Can Work Together on a Data 
Retention Policy

28 Security Weaver: Debunking 
Access Control Myths: 5 Myths 
That Could Cost You Money

29 Winshuttle: 4 Steps to  
Build a Business Case for  
Data Governance

Keeping Up with the GRC 
Demands of the Digital Age 
How to Take On Application Security in the Cloud

Kevin McCollom

Global Vice President & 
General Manager
GRC Solutions 
SAP

Inside This Special Report

 Special Report | GRC in the Digital Age
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t SAPPHIRE NOW in May 2016, we surveyed 

more than 400 members of the SAP community, 

asking them a range of questions about their 

plans for their SAP landscapes. One question fo-

cused on SAP HANA: How were SAP customers planning to 

execute their next SAP HANA deployment? Of our sample, 

68 people said they planned to deploy an on-premise ap-

pliance, 85 said they intended to leverage their existing in-

frastructure components and hardware via an SAP HANA  

tailored datacenter integration, and 257 — that’s 63% — 

said they planned to deploy SAP HANA in the cloud.

 This answer may surprise some, with SAP HANA’s in-

memory technology requiring significant hardware to pro-

cess the volumes of data it encounters. But it’s yet another 

data point that indicates that the cloud is king in enterprise 

technology. SAP HANA is not an exception to this trend: 

Companies are increasingly interested in deploying its in-

memory computing and big data analytics power through 

the cloud (see the figure to the right). The cloud offers a 

level of flexibility, scalability, and ease of deployment that is 

appealing to many datacenter managers.

 The advantages of a cloud deployment are clear — so how 

do you get there? One way is with Cisco Unified Comput-

ing System (UCS), a converged architecture that integrates 

computing, networking, and storage, enabling efficiency 

and reliability along with centralized systems management.

Gaining Benefits, Reducing Management
In the SAP ecosystem, there are a number of certified SAP 

HANA cloud hosting providers offering services to assist 

businesses that want the SAP HANA experience without 

having to maintain the database itself on site. These com-

panies run their business on providing the benefits of SAP 

HANA without interruptions and with minimal time spent 

on management on the part of the customer. They are 

deploying new clients every day, and they are constantly 

provisioning SAP systems — and the majority of them 

use Cisco UCS to deliver these services. In fact, we have 

found that 75% of these vendors run their infrastructure on  

Cisco UCS.

 Take Virtustream, for example, which has completed 500 

SAP HANA migrations to date for a variety of companies.1  

SAP HANA
Deploying

 in the Cloud
Integrated Infrastructure Means Simplified 
Adoption and Quick Time to Value
by Brian Ferrar, Solutions Marketing, Cisco

1 See bit.ly/VirtustreamStory.
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EDITORIAL OPPORTUNITIES

T
ate & Lyle has spent more than 150 years fulfill-

ing its mission of “making food extraordinary.” 

Originally founded in the UK in 1859, when 

Henry Tate established his sugarcane refining 

business, Tate & Lyle was formed in 1921 fol-

lowing the merger of Henry Tate’s business with the refining 

business of Abram Lyle & Sons. The former competitors were 

soon producing about half of the sugar consumed in the UK. 

 Today, London-based Tate & Lyle no longer owns any sugar 

businesses, having transformed itself into a global provider 

of specialty food ingredients and solutions. It has more than 

30 global manufacturing, processing, and distribution facili-

ties worldwide that serve two main business units — specialty 

food ingredients and bulk ingredients — that count many of 

the world’s major food, beverage, and industrial companies as 

their customers. 

"Makes Food Extraordinary" 
with Improved 

Finance 
Functions

by Ken Murphy, Senior Features Editor

Specialty Food Ingredients  
Provider Serves Up Automated  
Account Reconciliations

Tate & Lyle  How
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Showcase your expertise in leading publications 
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Expert Profiles
Position your thought leader 
as a “voice-to-be-heard” with 
an insightful article in Q&A or 

narrative format.

Q: Before an organization starts automating 
account reconciliation processes, what are 
some prerequisites that should be in place?
Susan Parcells (SP): Some best practices to follow be-

fore beginning the automation process include: scrub 

the chart of accounts by closing accounts that are no 

longer in use and making any necessary corrections; 

run a trial balance to make sure all accounts are as-

signed an appropriate preparer and approver; create 

or update the overall account reconciliation policy to 

ensure it is accessible to everyone participating in the 

reconciliation process; create or update desktop pro-

cedures, including what the account is for and how to 

prepare the reconciliation; decide which type of tem-

plate would make sense based on the type of account; 

and finally, include the whole financial team in the 

preparations and get them excited about the change.

Q: What are the options for automating and 
streamlining the financial close process? 
SP: There are a couple options: SAP offers the SAP 

Financial Closing cockpit, which provides an overall 

view of the entire closing cycle and schedules auto-

mated tasks. BlackLine offers BlackLine Financial 

Close Management software, which is a suite of fi-

nancial close products to help automate activities 

ranging from journal entries, account reconciliations, 

and checklist management. BlackLine also offers 

BlackLine Variance Analysis, a product that quickly 

identifies anomalies based on predetermined criteria 

to help eliminate last-minute panic in journal entries. 

Q: On average, how long does it take to 
automate financial close processes?
SP: The time can vary depending on priorities and 

the number of folks involved. The good news is that 

it requires little IT involvement and is more driven 

by the abilities of the users in the accounting team. 

Some organizations have implemented financial 

close automation in as little as one to three months, 

while others have taken longer. Factors that contrib-

ute to the length of the implementation include the 

presence of global operations or other locations that 

need access to the technology. Oftentimes, a phased 

rollout approach is best for that scenario. Implemen-

tation times can depend on the number of processes 

being automated also. If it is just one, say account  

reconciliations or checklist management, those can 

be done fairly quickly. Automating multiple areas, 

such as account reconciliations, journal entries, and 

variance analysis, may take a little more time. 

Q: How can companies speed up the time it 
takes to extract data from SAP ERP?
Michael Gilmartin (MG): BlackLine has a pre-built, 

SAP-certified connector that extracts the data that is 

SAP ERP Financials Processes with  
Financial Close Management Software

Streamline and Automate

A big area of concern for SAP customers in finance — where questions commonly arise — centers on managing 
financial and accounting processes in SAP ERP systems. Automating a company’s account reconciliations, closing, 
and other financial processes can greatly simplify tasks and save employees valuable time and energy. During a 
recent SAPinsider Online Q&A session, BlackLine’s Director of Finance Transformation Susan Parcells, and Michael 
Gilmartin, Director of Solutions Consulting at BlackLine, answered live questions from attendees and provided tips 
and best practices on automating and streamlining financial processes. The following is an abridged version of the 
questions fielded. The full transcript is available at SAPinsider Online at bit.ly/StreamlineWithBlackLine.

Q&A with Susan Parcells and Michael Gilmartin of BlackLine
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Magazine Advertising 
Position your ad alongside  

SAPinsider’s trusted magazine  
content to associate your brand 

with SAP and stay front of 
mind among qualified SAP 

decision makers.
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Your content reaches SAPinsider print subscribers, conference attendees, 
website visitors, mobile app readers, and social media followers!

EDITORIAL OPPORTUNITIES
Showcase your expertise in leading publications 
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insiderBOOKS
insiderBOOKS is a new offering designed to surface contacts who are actively evaluating, planning, and 
executing mission-critical SAP projects. Tap into SAPinsider’s content development expertise to capture 
the attention of prospects by securing exclusive rights to a customized book (or sponsor an existing book) 
to help achieve your marketing objectives.

CUSTOM PROGRAMS

10

Programs custom built around your offerings and experts 
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Custom Events
SAPinsider makes it easy to take your experts on tour to create relationships 
with qualified prospects around the world. We manage the end-to-end 
process, from venue selection and contracting, to content positioning 
and attendee acquisition, all the way through on-site logistics and 
execution for a flawless event. 

Additional Custom Opportunities
Our world-class custom publishing services generate award-winning 
content that’s sure to engage your customers and prospects — at the 
right time and in the right format — to generate tangible results. Our 
editorial and marketing teams look at each client’s publishing needs with 
an open mind to deliver first-class editorial services such as:

• Lead-gen asset creation

• Custom magazine publishing

• Video production services

• Author recruitment and content acquisition

• Editorial planning and content development

• Podcast and blog creation

• Layout and design services

11

CUSTOM PROGRAMS
Programs custom built around your offerings and experts 
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LIVE EVENTS

Sponsored Educational Session
Sponsor an SAPinsider conference session within a 

focused educational track presented by your subject 
matter expert and/or client. You’ll generate leads and 

have ample time to detail customer successes and 
demonstrate your expertise.

Conference Sponsorship & Exhibition
Secure a booth as an exhibitor or make a big splash as a top-level 

sponsor at an SAPinsider event. Customize a wide array of packages 
that connect you with qualified attendees, promote your expertise, 
nurture existing customers, and elevate awareness of your brand.

12
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Conference Video Interview
Put your expert or customer in the limelight with an on-camera 
Q&A interview in our studio at an SAPinsider event. Video 
interview options include syndication opportunities to spread 
your message.

Special Event Management
Enhance your presence at an SAPinsider event by 

hosting cocktail receptions, VIP lunch forums, 
private parties, sales kickoff meetings, and more.  

13

LIVE EVENTS
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OUR TEAM

Ken Kiefer
Manager of Strategic Accounts 
+1-781-751-8707
ken.kiefer@wispubs.com

George Balerna
Vice President of Partner Sales 
+1-781-751-8769
gbalerna@wispubs.com

Len Ganz
Manager of Strategic Accounts
+1-781-751-8820
len.ganz@wispubs.com

Ed Cray 
Manager of Strategic Accounts
+1-781-751-8752
ed.cray@wispubs.com

Fausto Pellegrino 
Manager of Strategic Accounts 
+1-781-751-8709
fausto.pellegrino@wispubs.com 

Scott Treggiari 
Manager of Strategic Accounts
+1-781-751-8734 
scott.treggiari@wispubs.com
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SAPinsider is your best resource for reaching your target audience. Let us help you identify marketing programs 
to build your brand, distribute your content, promote your thought leaders, and generate leads.

CALL US TO HELP YOU PLAN FOR SUCCESS!

FOR PARTNERS

SAPinsider is published by Wellesley Information Services (WIS). More than 250,000 professionals worldwide rely on WIS 
publications and events for expert strategies, instruction, and best practices to optimize their IT investments. WIS publishes 

SAPinsider, insiderPROFILES, SAP Experts, and insiderBOOKS.

WIS also produces the following events in collaboration with SAP: Logistics and SCM 2017; PLM 2017; Manufacturing 2017; 
Procurement 2017; Customer Engagement & Commerce 2017; HR 2017; Financials 2017; GRC 2017; BI 2017; HANA 2017; 

Reporting and Analytics 2017 INTERACTIVE; and Managing Your SAP Projects 2017.

WIS also produces Basis & SAP Administration 2017 and dozens of multi-city seminars.

©2017 Wellesley Information Services, 20 Carematrix Drive, Dedham, MA 02026 USA
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